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The proper citation of raw, primary and derivative 
linguistic data 
• Helps to support reproducibility and verifability of 

linguistic research;
• Ensures that data creators receive appropriate credit for 

their work;
• Allows for the tracking of data when it is reused.

PROBLEM: How should digital archived data be cited?
While most researchers make a good-faith effort to name 
the archive and the collection, they do not provide enough 
information for the reader to find the exact dataset used. 

INTRODUCTION
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Collection
Sherzer, Joel. "Kuna Collection." The Archive of the Indigenous 

Languages of Latin America: www.ailla.utexas.org. Media: 
audio, text, image. Access: 0% restricted.

Resource
Sherzer, Joel (Researcher) and Olowiktinappi (Speaker, Translator). 

(1970). "Report of a curing specialist." Kuna Collection. The 
Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Latin America: 
www.ailla.utexas.org. Media: audio, text. Access: public. 
Resource ID: CUK012R004.

Files
Sherzer, Joel (Researcher) and Olowiktinappi (Speaker, Translator). 

(1970a). "Report of a curing specialist." Kuna Collection. The 
Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Latin America: 
www.ailla.utexas.org. Type: primary text. Media: audio. 
Access: public. Resource ID: CUK012R004, File ID: 
CUK012R004I001.mp3. Accessed 9 Oct. 2015.

Sherzer, Joel (Researcher) and Olowiktinappi (Speaker, Translator). 
(1970b). "Report of a curing specialist." Kuna Collection. The 
Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Latin America: 
www.ailla.utexas.org. Type: transcription & translation. 
Media: text. Access: public. Resource ID: CUK012R004, File 
ID: CUK012R004I001.pdf. Accessed 9 Oct. 2015.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC EXAMPLES
Contributors’ Names and Roles: Everyone involved in the creation of the data should be acknowledged for the role s/he played. Each archive has 
a controlled vocabulary of Roles. 
Date Created: The date of creation of a resource is the date on which the primary data file (frequently a recording in documentary linguistics) was 
made. Add alphabetical indices for in-text citations of multiple files from the same resource.

Resource Title: Titles are assigned to resources, so individual files will have the same title as their resource.
Collection Title: Standard archival citation practices include the name or title of the archival collection.
Archive Name and Internet Address: Standard archival citation practices include the name of the archive and the internet address if it is a digital 
archive.

Type: A course categorization of data types to aid the user. Primary text is the term used for the original data file (frequently a recording or article). 
Other terms include transcription, translation, annotation, photo, etc. This citation component is unique to AILLA. 
Media: For Collections and Resources, this is a list of media types found therein; for Files, this refers to the media type of this particular file. 
Access (Restrictions): For Collections, the percentage of restricted files is given; for Resources and Files, Access is either public or restricted.
Inclusion of these categories in citations helps a reader to determine if these data might be useful for his/her own research. 

Unique Resource & File Identifiers: Every Resource in AILLA is assigned a persistent, unique identifier, and each File in that Resource has a unique file name. 
The Unique Identifier allows someone to quickly and easily find a citation in the archive.
Date Accessed: When citing online sources, it is common practice to include the date the source was accessed or retrieved to resolve any questions of version or 
availability.

CITATION COMPONENTS

IN‐TEXT CITATIONS
In order for data to be verifiable, it should be cited down to the timecode, 
page, line, table, etc. when it is cited in running text:
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For more information about AILLA Citation Guidelines, please see the AILLA Citation 
Guidelines referenced above or contact us at ailla@ailla.utexas.org.

www.ailla.utexas.org

Since 2002, AILLA has had specific guidelines for citing
• Collections in the archive
• Resources+ in a collection
• Files in a resource

AILLA’s recommendations include the following 
citation components (not all citations will contain all 
components):
• Contributors’ names
• Contributors’ roles
• Date of data creation*

• Resource title*

• Collection title
• Archive name and internet address
• Type (part of AILLA’s controlled vocabulary)*#

• Media type(s)
• Access (restrictions)
• Unique identifier*

• Resource identifier
• File name or identifier#

• Access date – to help determine data version or 
availability

• Timecode, page and/or line, table, etc.

NOTES
+ A Resource is AILLA’s term for a grouping or bundling of related files, 
similar to a folder in a brick-and-mortal archive. A resource can be 
envisioned as a speech event that comprises all the files related to that 
event, e.g. audio and video recordings of the event, transcriptions, 
translations, photos, etc. 
* Component not included in Collection-level citations.
# Component not included in Resource-level citations.
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